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Abstract  
 
The recent release of the first complete recording of Ethel Smyth’s The Boatswain’s Mate (1913–14) 
(Retrospect Opera, 2016), its staging by Toronto-based Opera 5 as part of the double-bill Suffragette 
(2017), and the upcoming centenary of the 1918 Representation of the People Act invite reconsideration of 
the relationship between this opera, the broadly contemporaneous leading suffragette activity of its 
composer-librettist, and feminism. Previous scholarship by Wood (1995) and Wiley (2004) that has explored 
similar ground has not gone so far as to call into question the popularly-held supposition that the work 
constitutes a ‘feminist opera’, made primarily on the basis of the overture’s liberally quoting two of Smyth’s 
own suffrage songs (‘1910’ and ‘The March of the Women’) instead of the conventional assortment of 
themes from the score itself, coupled to the suggestion that the opera’s female protagonist was modelled on 
Emmeline Pankhurst, with whom Smyth had maintained a close (some believe lesbian) relationship.  
 
My paper subjects this headline claim to renewed critical scrutiny, investigating factors including the extent 
of the indebtedness of Smyth’s libretto to the short story by W.W. Jacobs (from Captains All, 1905) in which 
it originated; Smyth’s creative process, about which she wrote at length in her auto/biographical books A 
Final Burning of Boats Etc. (1928) and Beecham and Pharaoh (1935); and her practice of drawing upon pre-
existing music at several significant junctures in the score, including the heroine’s central aria ‘What if I were 
young again’ which is based on the traditional British ballad ‘Lord Randall’, a dialogue between a mother and 
the son who has been poisoned by his beloved.  
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